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EPIDEMICS IN EGYPT & TODAY 
 The first time where the Torah mentions the term of mageifah 
(epidemic) is by the plagues that Hashem inflicted on Egypt. 
(As a hint, the numerical value of the word mageifah, מגפה 
without the letter yud as it is sometimes mentioned, is 127. 
The first Jew to become “exiled” in Egypt was Sarah, when 
she was abducted by Pharoah. Sarah lived 127 years, which 
hints that Sarah’s abduction by Pharoah would later turn 
into the source for mageifah in Egypt!) 

The Torah calls the plagues of frogs and also hail with the 
term mageifah, where Hashem said, נגף אנכי   Behold, I“,הנה 
will bring all my plagues upon them,” and the plague of death 
of the firstborn was called a נגף, nagaf (epidemic), from the 
word mageifah.

There is a possuk in Yeshayah, which says נגף רפוא, “nagaf 
rafo,” where the navi is describing the final plague in Egypt, 
the death of the firstborns, that it was an “epidemic that 
brought healing.” The final epidemic upon Egypt brought 
“healing” to the Jewish people, for it heralded the redemption 
from Egypt. In the final two plagues, darkness and death of 
the firstborns, the Jewish people received blessing as Egypt 
got afflicted. The plagues of darkness and death of the 
firstborn both forced the Egyptians to be secluded in their 
houses, while the Jewish people had light in their homes in 
the midst of the darkness of Egypt. Hashem struck down 
the firstborns of Egypt and sanctified all Jewish firstborns, 
and brought death upon the Egyptians while protecting 
the Jewish people. And when leaving Egypt, everyone left 
together in groups, in contrast with the last two plagues in 
Egypt where everyone became secluded.

But there is also mageifah that comes uniquely upon the 
Jewish people. In the times of Dovid HaMelech, a plague 
broke out amongst the Jewish people after they had all been 
counted by numbers. And the Torah lists 4 events were there 
was mageifah amongst our people: After the Eigel, by the 
story of Korach, after the event of Bilaam and baal Peor, 
and after the Meraglim. In the Tochachah, Hashem said that 
mageifah comes whenever people veer from the word of 
Hashem.

When Moshe went above to get the Torah, he was given 
the secret of the Ketores as a gift, the power that saves from 
mageifah which he would later use after the sin with the Eigel 
to stop the epidemic that raged then. But Dovid HaMelech 
also stopped a mageifah in his times. 

The Gemara says that a bull (and all animals as well) has no 
mazal, and therefore when a bull pushes another bull (the 

act of goring is called negifah, similar to the word mageifah), 
it was done without intention to damage the other bull, 
since the bull has no mazal. [Rashi explains that an animal 
does not have daas (mature intelligence) and therefore it has 
no mazal, whereas a person has daas and therefore a person 
getting damaged is a result of having a bad mazal. Hence, 
the concept of mazal is connected with daas]. Thus, negifah 
(pushing) comes when there is an absence of mazal, and that 
is why a bull will attack another animal. The word negifah 
comes from the word mageifah – we can learn from this that 
a mageifah thrives whenever there is no mazal.

Now we can understand the difference between mageifah 
of the Jewish people and by the gentile nations. When 
the nations of the world are in the midst of a bad mazal, 
the result is a mageifah, amidst the nations of the world. 
However, regarding the Jewish people, Chazal said, מזל  אין 
 There is no mazal for Yisrael.” The Baal Shem Tov“ לישראל
explained that “no mazal” for the Jewish people, which 
is spelled as מזל  ain mazal (there is no mazal) can also אין 
be read as “ayin mazal l’Yisrael.” The mazal for the Jewish 
people is אין, ayin, the higher dimension. In other words, the 
Jewish people have a higher mode of conduct (or a higher 
mazal) than what the nations have. Thus, when we rise to 
the level that is above the jurisdiction of mazal - which is 
essentially the higher dimension, known as ayin - we can rise 
above the dangers of a mageifah. 

Dovid HaMelech was called a bar nafli [a stillborn who 
was supposed to die at birth, who received all 70 years of 
his life from Adam], which also means “fallen one.” Thisa 
hint that he had a impaired, “fallen” mazal, for his life was 
destined to be fraught with perils and all kinds of danger 
and suffering. He had no mazal protecting him, so he was 
vulnerable to mageifah. That is also why there was a mageifah 
in his times which was brought by him, when he counted 
the Jewish people. But ironically, his very disadvantage of 
having no mazal was actually the key to his survival and 
his ability to save the Jewish people from mageifah in his 
times. Having no mazal also meant that he could rise above 
mazal. Dovid HaMelech [through his humility and his 
closeness with Hashem] reached the level of ayin, and Dovid 
HaMelech’s very level became ayin, the dimension of the 
spiritual which is above the level of the human being. Thus, 
Dovid HaMelech rose to the level of ayin, essentially being 
above mazal and, by extension, transcending all mageifah. 
He fully reached the level of ayin that is above mazal - the 
very root of the Jewish people, which is in ayin, which places 
the Jewish people above mazal.



The mageifah of the Jewish people happened as a result of 
sinning with the Eigel/golden calf which looked like a young 
bull. This sin caused their illustrious level to plummet, and 
ever since, the mazal of the Jewish people has fallen because 
of this evil “bull.” 

The sin with the Eigel was the root of mageifah for the 
Jewish people alone, whereas the sin of Adam was the root 
of mageifah for the entire world (both the Jewish people 
and all the nations). According to one view of the Sages, 
the Eitz HaDaas (Tree of Knowledge) that Adam ate from 
was a grapevine, a gefen, which has the same root letters as 
the word mageifah. The sin with the Eitz HaDaas caused 
mankind to lose his higher daas and fall to the level of an 
animal, like the verse “They were comparable to animals” 
[which is the detrimental effect of sin]. Thus, mageifah is the 
result of losing daas.

The root of mageifah in the Jewish people, however, was 
uniquely the sin with the Eigel, which brought mageifah only 
to the Jewish people. After falling in this sin, they fell down 
from the perfected level of man which they rose to at Har 
Sinai, and they fell back to the level “They were comparable 
to animals” – in particular, the “bull.” By the Eigel, the Erev 
Rav declared about the golden calf: “This is the god which 
took you out of Egypt.” So the eigel was the “bull” that brought 
mageifah to the Jewish people. 

But the Jewish people can rise above mazal and thereby be 
above mageifah. The Gemara says that it is the way for a bull 
to get pushed around by another bull, but it is not normal 
for a person to get pushed by a bull. This is a hint that a 
mageifah only affects a person who falls to the level of the 
“bull,” an animal (that is, when he loses his daas), and when 
he is not on the level of the human being. 

Even more so, Dovid HaMelech was compared to Adam, 
which stands for “Adam, Dovid, Mashiach,” a hint that 
Dovid contained the illumination of Mashiach, which 
is above even the level of a person. The illumination of 
Mashiach, personified by Dovid HaMelech, is the ability to 
rise to the level that is above a person, the level of ayin – the 
root of the Jewish people which is above mazal.

The Poskim also discuss what defines a mageifah: how many 
people have to be dying in order for it to be considered 
a mageifah, how many cities are being affected, and how 
quickly, etc. But it is clear that in the end of days, there will 
be a mageifah like in the times of Dovid HaMelech, who 
also represents the Mashiach ben Dovid. 

This mageifah is a result of hester panim, the concealment of 
Hashem’s Presence when we don’t clearly feel Hashem, and 
His Presence feels so hidden from us. Mashiach ben Dovid 
will soon become revealed, and this will be the fully revealed 
level of Dovid HaMelech. Whereas Dovid HaMelech’s 

righteousness and full potential remained mostly concealed 
his whole life, he made himself into ayin/nothing, Mashiach 
ben Dovid will be the fully revealed potential of Dovid 
HaMelech (a more revealed level of ayin), which will be the 
level that is above the human being, above the level of daas 
(human comprehension). Dovid was called bar nafli, one 
with a fallen mazal, and this was connected with the concept 
of the mageifah that appeared in his times, which caused 
people to feel concealment of Hashem’s Presence. Because of 
this, people during a mageifah will be exceedingly worried of 
what’s going to be, what troubles are going to be next, etc. 
They become disoriented and they lose their daas. 

[Interestingly], the mageifah in the end of days came upon 
us at Purim time. This tells us about the spiritual nature 
of this mageifah. Purim is a festival that is above daas, it is 
entirely a festival of losing our regular daas, rising above our 
daas. Thus, the root of the mageifah, which started shortly 
before Purim [in Eretz Yisrael, which is the central place of 
the world] was in a time period in which there was absence of 
daas. The root of a mageifah shows us how to repair it. Since 
the mageifah started from a point where daas was absent, the 
way to transcend the mageifah is therefore by going above 
daas – by rising above the level of the human being (daas) 
and accessing the level beyond the human being, which is 
ayin. 

The mageifah that takes place in the end of days [which is 
currently taking place] is not like mageifos of the past, where 
the concern was simply about how many people are dying 
in each city, etc. The mageifah in end of days is a mageifah 
affecting the entire world, spreading to every corner of 
the earth. The way to spiritually repair [and transcend] 
the mageifah in the end of days is by doing the avodah of 
Dovid HaMelech which was personified by emunah (faith 
in Hashem), and namely t’mimus (simple, unquestioning 
faith and loyalty to Hashem). Both emunah and t’mimus are 
levels that transcend logical daas. The entire root of mageifah 
is when there is no mazal (as explained earlier), and the way 
out of this, then, is to go above daas  through having emunah 
and especially t’mimus.  This will place us above mazal, where 
we will not be affected by mageifah.  

Getting more specific, in the end of days, our avodah of 
connecting more with Hashem is deeper than the level we 
achieved at our first redemption, which was the exodus 
from Egypt. Our redemption from Egypt was personified 
as “An infant nursing from its mother,” where we received all 
of our sustenance from Hashem. But during the final days, 
when we are on the way out from the final exile into the 
final redemption, our avodah is to be “like a fetus inside its 
mother,” which is a deeper level of closeness.

At the exodus, we left with Moshe, and in his merit we 
received the manna, where we were “nursed” our sustenance 



directly from Hashem. But at the final 
Redemption, when we are on the way 
out from this final exile, we can receive 
an even deeper power than manna. 
The power of Dovid HaMelech, the 
bar nafli, is that he had no existence 
of his own, he was ayin. He lived with 
total emunah and t’mimus and survived 
only because he lived completely in 
Hashem’s embrace.

Dovid was called a “stillborn” [because 
he was destined to die at birth, and his 
entire survival was miraculous]. He 
survived because he was like the “fetus 
in its mother,” which has no place of its 
own because it cannot survive if it enters 
the world. Its only chance of survival 
right now is to be inside its mother, 
where it is protected and nourished. 
Although the fetus is at a disadvantage 
because it has no place of its own where 
it can live, this is however, its very 
source of survival since it can only be 
inside the mother. 

When an mageifah/epidemic is 
raging, there is nowhere in the world 
to run to, because it is spreading all 
over the world, to every place. The 
posuk says that during an epidemic, 
“Close the doors behind you, come into 
your rooms.”  The possuk is really giving 
us the deep answer to be saved from an 
epidemic. We need to “close the doors” 
to the world outside of us.  We need to 
become “like the fetus in its mother,” 
concealed from everything in the world 
[where are our only place of refuge is 
to be alone with Hashem, where we 
are getting all of our nourishment 
from Hashem, and we where weare 
entirely found with Hashem]. This is 
the way to survive the “birth pangs” 
before Mashiach’s arrival – by being 
like the fetus in its mother! And that is 
the deeper meaning of “close the doors 
behind you.” 

We are currently in the “birth pangs 
preceding Mashiach’s arrival,” but if 
we want to survive it and be safe from 
a mageifah that rages in the world 
around us, we need to be like the fetus 

inside the mother, closed off from the 
world outside of us. If we are found 
“outside” in the world, then we have 
nowhere to run to from the mageifah, 
because the mageifah in the end of 
days will be all over the world. But if 
we are found on the “inside” - being 
like the fetus in its mother [alone 
with Hashem and depending solely 
on Him for our survival, recognizing 
that we have nowhere to run to other 
than Him], then we will be safe. There 
is no real place in the word to run 
to, except for running to take shelter 
under Hashem, for only Hashem is 
called the true “Place” of the world as 
Nefesh HaChaim, shaar III explains. 
There is no place to run to, there is only 
Hashem to run to. 

A fetus survives only by getting all 
its sustenance from its mother. By 
the exodus from Egypt, we were like 
an infant nursing from its mother, 
protected by Hashem. But at the final 
redemption, we can reach an even 
deeper level than this. We can be like 
the fetus inside its mother, which is not 
found on the outside world at all, where 
we have no place to be in other than 
being with Hashem! This is the depth 
of transcending a mageifah. When we 
are actually zocheh to enter this level 
by having total bittul (nullifying 
our self ) to Hashem, then the 
birth contractions before Mashiach’s 
arrival will lead us to the birth that 
we are waiting for: the birth of the 
Geulah. May it come quickly, Amen.  
adapted into english and abridged from the hebrew 
derasha ג-פ מגיפה בלבביפידה מחשבה תשפ"א

     

HIGHLIGHTS FROM Q&A    
 
5780 In the past, when an epidemic 
would spread, the effects were smaller. 
Diseases would only spread through a 
village, or city, or to a nearby country. 
But in our times, the entire world has 
turned into “one small village” where 
something can spread very quickly 
throughout the entire world. This is 

the first major epidemic since the time 
in which the world has become entirely 
turned into a “small village” where 
everyone is mingled with each other, 
and therefore this epidemic is unique. 
Corona is the outcome of the “Keser” 
in the side of the kelipah (impurity). 
It is called קור-נה, a combination of 
the word kor (קור) and the letters heh 
 The word kor means .(נ) and nun (ה)
“cold,” implying distance, as opposed 
to heat, which implies connection. 
The letters heh (ה) and nun (נ) are 
both letters that have no “companion” 
letter [as opposed to all other letters 
of the hebrew alphabet, which each 
have a companion letter], as taught 
regarding the verse, “They  (הן) are a 
nation that dwells alone.” This disease 
is a deep revelation that the power 
of connection found in the world 
today is not a connection of warmth, 
but a “cold” kind of connection, the 
coldness that represents Amalek (as 
in the verse regarding Amalek, “They 
met you along the way” – the words 
“they met” is “korcha,” from the word 
kor, cold). This is because the primary 
form of connection in the world today 
is not face-to-face, but back-to-back, 
by sending messages and information 
through various forms of media devices. 
That is the main level of the generation 
today, where people generally share 
a “cold” connection with each other. 
The root of rectifying this [epidemic of 
coronavirus] is to become connected 
with good, purified people (each person 
on his own level), and to thereby gain a 
genuine, warm connection. This is also 
the secret of “Mashiach,” who contains 
the letters yud and ches, an acronym 
for the words “yesh cham,” which means 
“There is warmth.”
HaKadosh Baruch Hu is awakening 
those who live in chutz l’aretz in 
particular, because of their gross 
pursuit of materialism, and because 
of mingling with secular culture that’s 
very prevalent there, which affects 
them both on an external and internal 
level. And therefore, people need to 
separate as much as they can from 
the materialistic lifestyle and way of 
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thinking of secular society that is so 
dominant in chutz l’aretz, and they 
need to build for themselves only a life 
of kedushah…In Eretz Yisrael as well, 
Hashem is calling out to the Torah 
communities that it is time for them to 
cut themselves off from being involved 
with secular society. In the last couple 
of years many frum people have gone to 
learn in secular academies, workplaces 
that are inappropriate with a Jew’s 
values such as “kosher media” jobs, 
which is highly inappropriate for a 
Jew. It is upon every person to see now 
that Hashem is demanding a change. 
The direction of the last couple of 
years, where Torah observant Jews have 
become more and more connected to 
the secular society and culture of the 
world, needs to be changed. We need 
to separate from all of it. Until now, 
people had the claim that they needed 
to do so for the purposes of earning 
a livelihood. What has Hashem done 
now? He has erased and destroyed the 
source of livelihood for most people 
now, so that people can reflect and 
recognize the falsity of this claim….

Hashem wants us to disconnect 
from everything in our world today. 
Each individual on a personal level 
needs to reflect now on what he had 
been connected with until now, and 
what Hashem has now taken away 
from him, and to realize what Hashem 
wants from him, and what he needs to 
cut off from. But the root of the tumah 
in the world still has not been severed 
yet, and unfortunately, it has only 
gotten stronger. It is the cursed media 
(Internet), that avi avos hatumah 
(the “grandfather of impurity”), and 
it is the source of all of the diseases 
on this world, and it is especially 
the root of the coronavirus. The use 
of internet is at the inner root of this 
coronavirus epidemic. Every person 
needs to become disconnected from 
the internet, because it is the final 
test, which we have entered into in 
this current period, where it seems to 

people that all their needs are met by 
being connected to Internet. Sadly, 
instead of deciding to disconnect from 
it, though, people are only becoming 
further connected with it even more. 
גאון שבר   ,Before becoming broken“ לפני 
there is pride.” May Hashem illuminate 
His complete light and erase all evil, 
including the current epidemic, and 
may His ohr fill all of Creation.

5781 Now that the illumination 
of the Keser has descended onto our 
world, along with a corresponding level 
of tumah (the 50 TH level of holiness 
versus the 50 TH level of impurity) to 
counter it, the world cannot go back 
to the way it was before (in a different 
derasha, the Rav added that he heard this 
from Rav Don Segal shlit”a that “The 
world will never go back the way it was 
before.”)

 The corona is circle-shaped with 
a crown-like appearance (because it 
represents the concept of Hashem’s 
Keser/crown), but behind its physical 
properties is the root of this disease, 
which is the profound level of tumah 
(impurity) of internet use - especially 
the “smartphone,” which is rapidly 
penetrating more and more into 
the Torah observant world, whether 
unfiltered or partially filtered. There 
will continue to be turbulence within 
the physical situation of our world, in 
different ways, in a cycle of progression 
and regression, in all kinds of forms. 
But if one views the world today from 
an inner viewpoint, he can see it all as 
an outcome of the tumah in our world 
today Rachmana Litzlan, and the 
results of it are inevitable: It is causing 
the world to come apart.

5782 … In the past year, the situation 
has changed - at first it was unthinkable 
for many people to own treif internet 
devices. Then it became permitted 
for work purposes. Then it became 
accepted for everyone else [even not for 
work purposes] to use internet-devices. 
Then it came to the point where even 

a “normal” kolel avreich” is “allowed” 
to own such devices and that now it’s 
all “normal.” And now it has gotten to 
the point where, if a person isn’t willing 
to own such a device in his possession, 
he is considered a “machmir” (very 
strictly observant) and he is “extreme.” 
This callous attitude is like how a dead 
person loses all body warmth and goes 
cold. There is a cold, apathetic attitude 
of indifference today, which was all a 
result of corona, which brought this cold 
attitude [the indifference even amongst 
the Torah world towards technology 
use] with it, because the word “corona” 
is from the word kor, “cold.” That is the 
situation now, Rachmana Litzlan, this 
has become the level of the generation 
today. And because of this, there is no 
“Teivah of Noach” to take shelter in 
amidst the Flood we are in. In the Teivas 
Noach there was a closed window, but 
today even the window is opened to 
everything, ‘the size of an entranceway’ 
and even bigger than that. And 
therefore the yeshivos, which used to 
be called the “Teivas Noach” of today, 
can no longer be called a Teivas Noach. 
Because the ‘opening’ is much bigger 
than the enclosure [like we find in the 
laws of succah]. It is upon each person 
to work on himself as an individual, to 
develop a genuine relationship with the 
Creator.

…The “coldness” represented by 
corona (kor/kerirus/cold) means the 
ceasing of every head, or the end of 
every beginning point, in the world. 
Every head (beginning point) is a 
new movement, which produces heat, 
whereas the cold cancels out new 
beginnings and puts a stop to any 
movement. Everything is falling apart 
from its beginning source - and these 
are all the things that are falling apart 
in the world now. These are not simply 
branching outcomes that are falling 
apart, these are the very roots of the 
world that are falling apart. However, 
it cannot be seen yet openly and clearly.


